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Dear Ir. RoAand:

Thank you for your recent letter.

I was glad to hear of your interest in e Old Testament,-gtuds. It is a

large and involved field. Th\most important thing is that we be solidly grounded

in the fact that od has spoken\and that His Word is entirely true and free from

error. e we allow ourselves t tic take a questioning attitude as to the

dependahili\ of Word we are
i\

a r dangerous position so far as Qiristian

education is
\oncerned. \

Second to his--not as important but yet extremely important, is the

willingness to re\onize our own fal\ihility as interpreters of God's message.

To my mind it is tiendously important'\o realize that God has not revealed

everything in the wor to us. The Bible is given in order to show us thw way

of salvation and to
\

It is God's purpe to tell us about our sin and our

need of a Saviour and to 'ow the wonderful 'Kovision that He has made. He has

presented the basic truths salvation so cle\rly that a wayfaring man, though

a fool need not err therein. \en we get into
s\de

issues and questions that are

of interest only t from the viwpoint of satisfy g our curiosity there is a

tremendous range of ds possible terpretation.
the

In my opinion this is kto reaso that God had pe itted a certain

amount of error to come in in the tx tzthN transmiss on of His Word. The

amount is actually very slight. The Bib\e has been tran itted to us with far

greater accuracy than any other book from cient times. t there are a small

number of errors of which we have definite m\pusçripevidenc , and a certain
-\ r..

number of others of which we do not have clear anusipt eviden e. A few of

this latter case there is evidence in parallel and study of Sc ipturai.

problems sufficient to mane their existence absolu\elY certain, whi e in taking

The oe±g±2g original Scripture as given by the Lord\n the original 1 guages
written

and in the original autographs was doubtless
entiereIç free from error. Our
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If one is to do work in this field that will redound to the glory of God

it is particularly important that he be solidly grounded in the fact that God

has spoken and that His Word is entirely true and free fran error. We do u not

xi believe this because we think we can prove every sentence in it to be true

but because we are followers of Jesus k Cbrrist and this was the attitude which

he declared and which he assumed in all of His utterances.

A second pii point to consider--not as important as this one, and yet

extremely important, is that we should always be ready to recognize our

own fallibility as inteipreters * of God's Word. It has

always impressed me as extremely important to realize that God has not revealed

all the facts of the universe to us. The Bible is given primarily to show us

our lost condition and to tell us how we may be saved. God has presented the

basic truths of salvation so clearly that a wayfaring man, though a fool, need

wNrxwI not err therein. When we get beyond the basic truths of salvation, and

particuàarly when we get into side issues and questions that have little purpose

other than to satisfy our curiosity, there is a tremendous range of possible

interpretation.

It is my opinion that this is the reason why God has permitted a certain

amount to have crept in in the course of transmission of His infallible Word.

The Bible has been better preserved by far than any other book that has come

down to us fran ancient times, and yet enough error has ix± cane in in

transmission to warn us that we must not build a great deal on any one verse

but must compare Scripture with Scripture.

Some people find comfort in taking the simple view that God i has preserved

the present text of our Hebrew Bible sane would even say the precise text

from which our King James V.r%kxLjd translation was made in a condition

that is absolutely free from error. There is no such claim anywhere in the

Scripture. It is original Scripture as given by God in the original auto§raphs

which were written in Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic that was entirely free from error.
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Our present manuscripts bear about the same relation to it that a man would have

in walking across a solid concrete bridge zxErZ over a wide river in flood when

about an inch of water was above the top of the bridge. He would know with
basis

certainty that there was a solid/rig underneath upon which his feet I could

stand firmly, and yet there would be a slight covering over it so that he could

not see every bit of the solid foundation

and this is explicitly stated by many of its defenders. It is their tuix

essential belief that all things have developed from one simple start ix by

purely natural or, as one might say, purely accidental, development

thfortuantely many £rk Christian students ard led to believe that anything
one

that involves development is wrong. The result is that when/ywe who holds

evolution in the extreme anti-Christian sense gives them evidence for even a

small amount fI of development or change, they immediately conclude that the

whole idea fx!xk from beginning to end zr1tx must be true. We make it harder

(more difficult) rather than easier, for students to hold their faith when

we give them oversimplified impressions of what we believe. Theistic evolution

is a contradiction in terms, if we use evolution in its proper sense rather than

a mere Fix synonym fr for development. The question of the length of

time that God spent in the course of His creation is an entirely different

matter. The evolutionary theory requires a very long period to give roan for

accidental development from a very simple beginning to the complex situation that
allow

we have today. It is wrong for us to/±t this fact lead us to lead us to think

that therefore we must believe that the time was necessarily eie' extremely

short. We do not decide what the truth is by taking the opposite of what

unbelievers say. The only way to decide the truth is to find eat what the Bible

u* teaches.

I often tell my students that we are making a mistake if we go to the Bible
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with two simple questions: Is such-and-such a matter a fact, or is it not a

fact? We should also ask a third question; we should say: "Does the Bible

not give me an answer to this question?" I am quite convinced that this

third is the correct attitude in relation to the question of the length of

the creative days.

God could have created the whole xn universe in two seconds if He chose

koockii had chosen. There was no reason He had to take six twenty-four

periods. He could - have - done it in a very brief time or in a very long

time. We cannot =iii compel God to act in the way that may seem desirable

to us. The question is: Wx)i What does the Bible t1x teach?

To assume that the Hebrew word must mean exactly

the same as our English word "day" is a rather foolish assumption. The way

to determine what a Hebrew word means is to see how it is used in its £xtIxtˆ
)ttXN3OI it in

context. When we examine/its context I believe that we find that k this

Hebrew word does mean just about what our word "day" means in our language,

but unfortunately most people have a completely false idea as to what our word

"day" means.

If I were to meet someone at 11 o'clock at night in the middle of winter,

and to say to him, "Isn't this a lovely day?" he would probably think that I

was out of my mind. He would say, "It is not day; it is night." And the

first usage use of the word "day" in the Scripture is where it says that

God called the light day and the darkness He iix called night. In this

verse the word "day" certainly does not mean a twxtf twenty-four-hour period;

it means a period of activity between two periods e-ioe of inactivity

and this I believe is the usual meaning of the word anyway.

I question whether people use the word "day" very much in thee sense of a

twenty-four-hour period except when they are calculating interest or making
tranportation

railroad or airplane timetables. (How about buses? boats?) Ordinarily we

use the word day to mean a period of activity between two periods of inactivity

which usually corresponds more rz or less to the time when-the of light between the

two periods of darkness. Yet we often use it in quite a different way, as when
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Our present manuscripts have about the same relation to it that a man would have

in walking across a bridge that had one inch of water over it. lie would ki know

with certainty that there was a solid basis underneath on which his feet could

stand firmly, and yet there is a slight covering of that which is uncertain.L-

It is God's will that we study each passage with extreme care in order to get

everything out of it that we can, but also that we he very careful not to read into

it anything that is not there. Human words are iitx not like a photograph which

might he enlarged greatly and yield more and more evidence. They ix are more

like blunt instruments. A word is an area axmzzxxx of meaning, iwta not a point.

In any sentence there is a certain amount of information that can be gathered with

absolute certainty, but 1itrExi there is a far greater amount of information that

is suggested but Mt not clearly taught. It is therefore extremely important to

compare x Scripture with Scripture if we are to know exactly what it means.

You mention the question of theistic evolution, and here we immediately come

into a problem of semantics. It is unfortunate that the word "evolution", like so

many other words, has come to he used in a great number x of senses. A A man

said to me once that he did not see how anyone could doubt evolution because

anyone can see the evolutionof a boy into a man. It is true that when you compare

a small babe (baby) with the same pers r forty years later it i hard to

see of lx resemblance. "changes have occurred "'often

these changes would have been cam extremely difficult to predict with accuracy.

Development is a common thing in life. torpil1e develops into a butterfly.

Who would ever dream, in looking at tè caterpillar, that eventually it woulde

Life is full f developmen and £ small changes. It

04~4 J.f~i4raKj ewould he




the word evolutioni) p operly ed t.sJ8u*bc tc a -me-ain---*e

/tkP idea that everything has developed by purely natural processes from an extremely

simple beginning into the great T1X complexity that we
*

jtoda.
e theory,

by its very nature rules out divine direction. It any idea of a
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goal or,purpose9
It involves a purely natural, and one might say, accidental,

development. As held by the great leaders of evolution, this is exactly what they

have taught. thfortunately many of our students are given to understand that

anything that involves development is wrong; that a man who believes in evolution

in the extremely ant*-Christian sense gives them evidence for development or

change and they immeidately conclude that the whole matter from beginning to end

must be true. We amke it zxx harder rather than easier for students to hold their

faith by giving them oversimplified ideas of what we believe. In my opinion

theistic evolution is a contradiction in terms if we are to use mevolutionvt in its

proper sense rather than as a mere synonym for development.

The 44Q-thlength of time that God used in creation is an entirely

different question. It is true that a long process of development from a very

simple beginning to the complex situation that we have today requires a i

long period, but this is not to say that it is wrong to have a long period. It

is purely a question of what the Bible teaches. A lecturer may present communism)
7

6 3/8 in such a way that he convinces his hearers of in the whole subversive

system. This does not mean that lectures are bad, although it would be

extremely difficult it is true that it would he extremely difficult for
\ )

communism to be disseminated if such means as lectures and Aim= discussions were
J

not available for it, but acceptance of the possibility of lectures does not hy,i'

any means mean that communism must follow.

I heard once that someone was against the iti establishment of public

libraries. He said that when you get public libraries people go into them and

spend days and weeks reading mxxt and studying and next you know they corn

out communists. He said, =!w"This is what happened to Therefore

we should not have libraries." We crr certainly believe in libraries and wide

dissemination of ideas. It ia the duty of those of us who oppose communism

to use ±tx use intellectual means to show its error, its fallacy, and its great

daner.
I/
/
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r1e is trip of yulutir If the Bible clearly teaches that the world

as it is x came into existence six thousand years ago this would inevitably rule

out evolution. However, ix if the Bible does not tell us when the world came into

existence this does not prove evolution. It is an utterly erroneous argument to

say that we must deny the possibility of any long period becausei if we do so it

is a step toward evolution. The question is, "What does the Bible teach?"

It seems to me that one thing must be clearly established. The word "day' in

Hebrew as in English does not essentially or definitely or universally mean a

tqq1ctoc1iwji twenty-four hour period. The very first use of it in the Bible,

in Genesis 1: is that God saw the light that it was good and He called the

light day, and the darkness He called night. Now the period that is referred to'

in this verse could be exactly twelve hours at in certain parts of the world;

in other areas it would be a far shorter or a far longer period. At the poles
but the

it might even be as long as six months,/txki cases would be few indeed where

day as used in this verse represents a twenty-four hour-period. In fact the

coumnn use of the word "day", not only in the Bible, ,(hut also in ordinary life

is for a period that is a period of activity that is sarvemded preeeded and

followed by a period of rest. If you meet a man at midnight, and you say,

"Isn't this a lovely day?" Mxii he would certainly laugh at you. lie would

say, "This is not day; it is night." About the only cases that I know of where we

in common language today use the word "day" for a twenty-four hour period is in

the figuring of interest or in the making out of railroad or airplane (travel) k

schedules.

I notice that in the last paragraph I used the word I said "When we use

the word 'today' Here I surely was not by "today" meaning December 22N, 1966.

I was referring to the general kri period in which we live. I heard a man over

the radio say recently that back in Lincoln's day they did not have automobiles.

This did not refer to a twenty-four-hour period . It referred to the general
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w period of Lincoln's activity. The word "day" is xr* rarely used in common

speech for a twenty-four-hour period. To say that it must mean such a thing

when used in Genesis 1 is reading something into the Bible that has no

warrant here in common usage or in Biblical x usage.

Thus in Genesis 1: ? the word clearly means something very

different from a twenty-four-hour day. The same is true in Genesis 2:4 where it

speaks I of heaven and earth in the day when they were created where the word

"day" is clearly involving ±iuttzxii the whole procees that is described

as a six-day pcpcess in chapter 1. This day must be at least six times as long

as some of the days in Genesis 1. The word "day" then does not in itself

give any idea as to how 0 long the period is.

The only way to tell how long the day is in any particular usage is to see

whether the context does of not give us evidence. I believe that we find such

evidence in Genesis 1. Thus in verse it says that God cud(?)

bring forth herbs and trees, and ii1x that the earth brought forth herbs and

trees, and it was evening and it was morning such-and-such a day.

Now when you imagine a situation in which the earth becomes covered with

great trees rising dozens of feet in height it is certainly abnormal to think of that

all of this happened in a twenty-four-hour period. The suggestion here is very

clear of something that invotved a long stretch of time. God rir could of course

have caused that things would move like a moving picture that has been tremendously
what within

speeded up so that/would normally take hundreds of years could occur in the course

of a few minutes. Yet there is no Scriptural evidence to show that this

is what He did. The verse sounds very clearly as if God performed a process which

resulted within this third day in the earth being covered with great trees.

The same is true of verses and . They do not say, "Let the earth

be covered with trees or with animals, and so on. itxix It says, "Let the

earth bring forth trees, let the waters bring forth sea monsters, let the earth
used

bring forth reptiles. The terminology/o certainly suggests a long period
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rather than a tiofrdri twenty-four-hour period. It thus seems to me

that Genesis 1, while it does not clearly tell us how long the days were, suggests

very strongly that they were long periods. The burden of proof is upon txwi

those who would show the contrary. In my mind they would have an impossible task.
everything

I do not know how long the days were. God could have done/t1qi described in

any one of these days in one minute if He iiaix chose, or even in one second. On

the other hand iat He could perform them over a long period.

You say that you regard the xx 6ctkrx "gap theory" i as an

exegetical impossibility. Personally I cannot fiitiw follow this. The only
that

xt argument/I know to show that the gap theory is an exegetical impossibility

is the statement that the word -'ha_alI" could not mean txt
AAl41

"to become' hu must mean tx15 "to be." N-ã-stateent l shows
4 A444

--sn ignorance ofA
the word,,.. I once went through the whole 1nd examined

all the cases where in the English translation the word "to be" occurs. Then,

leaving out I of account the usage in verse 2 which /,is the one we are studyin,

I found that the others divided about equa bn those a

situation in which a thing was, and those 1-,erc*l1.d a situation to which

it became. Thus when it w says, "He saw that it was good." it is clearly 4ççribinc

a siation that was there. When it says, "It was eveni~
~and%-O,'ft

was

morning." what it means is E,ett1 ]fl

in a evening, and "-f morningce.rr it represents a

dynamic procedure. "It became eveningndt IV

troo1ation t n t "it was evening './1It was ncfrin." Then I lookcd

carefully at the Hbrw a:i 1 fond in every case where our English
,-n nd

verb "to be" represented a dynamic h nge/ could just as well be translated

XUitC"b2come. " And this was about half f .f the cases of the use cf

the English wcrd in the chapter. In every cne of these the Hebrew word "hayah"

was used, while in every case where in t1 context it xi clearly' r'-presente

simply the observation that a situation existed the word was never used. Ifl
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word
Hebrew the ordinary way of expressing our 1nglish/'d "to be" is x simply to ut

two words next to each other. "Huyah" is not a copula. If you look in Brown,

Driver and Griggs, a Hebrew dictionary, you will find that it gives as its

primary meaning "to become", 't1iappen"; it does not ay anything about

"to he." The use of its=R=, like our modern copula isAa late developmentr-4/ 72iy

Therefore it would he a far better translation of verse 2 to say either "the

earth became without fore and void", or, "there came into existence an earth

without form and void." It does not mean that something was, but that

something came to kx he. However, this does not prove that there was an earth

before that. "God created heaven and earth." in verse 1, in my opinion, indicates

the original creation of matter. Whether one minute intervened between this and

the situation described in verse 2, or whether billions of years intervened,

we are not told, but at any rate something did intervene, because verse 2 is indicates

a definite state (statement?) of a change of situation. There came into

existence an earth without fore and void. If those astronomers are right who

think that there were many great XMz galaxies and suns, and that eventually our

sun cast off a large amount of matter which formed the planets, then verse 2

would describe that situation where the material that formed this planet began

to come together, and we had an inchoate group of matter which was the earth

in a liquid state corresponding closely to what is in verse 2.

I do not say that this is what the Bible says happened. I am not at all

sure k that we are in a situation to know what happened a long time ago.

Scientists may make guesses and they may make other guesses. New hypothesis

may be made (better word?) (not f concocted" - but ?

It may he a long time before we can have certainty about a great many elements

in this. Unfortunately many researchers are much more dogmatic than the

facts evidence. However, most of the scientific theories that are made about

the origin of this earth do not in any way contradict Genesis l they are
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and\
possible so far as Genesis 1 or 2 are concerned . Thus I cannot reject the "gap

theory" as an exegetical impossibility. It is possible that this earth was first
that

created, and tat then/through some crisis it fell into a chaotic condition.
fell

After all, there is no question that Satan/before man was put into the Garden of

Eden. When Satan came to tempt Adam he was already a fallen creature. It surely

must have happened before Genesis 2:1. I would think there must be an interval
for

between verses 1 and 2 in which Satan fell, hut/whether his fall had anything to

do with this earth we have no Scriptural evidence. I know of no Scriptural

basis on which to say that the earth existed before Genesis ve 1:2

kXt but I do not know of any clear Scriptural proof that it did not. May own

guess is that some sort of the cosmic process was initiated by God in verse 1

which describes His original creation of matter, and then that at some point in

this process, perhaps immediately after it began, perhaps billions of years later,

He produced the condition described in verse 2 in which He began to take this

inchoate mass of matter and to form it into the eart on which He intended that

man should dwell.

Dr. Whitcomb asked me to look over the book on the Flood before it was

published. I wrote him that I would be very glad to look over the part that

M he wrote, the first four chapters, but that the remaining chapters dealing
geology

with thee, were in an area in which I was not competent to pass judgment,

and I could see no object in my ty going through them. He sent x me the

first four chapters. His first three chapters are devoted to probing from the

Biblical basis that the Flood that the Bible teaches that there was a

universal Flood. I think he has gathered the material in an cellent way, and

has presented it very cogently. I made a number of minor suggestions about the

me' manner of presentation and he informed me that he had accepted all of my

suggestions. They were all very minor. I felt that he had done an excellent

piece of work in these three chapters. In the fourth chapter he begins to use

the work "uniformitarianisni which I believe is an
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think
unfortunate word. I do not/k that scientists can he divided into

(sp?)
uniforitarianists and xtixxiEi±1x cataclysriianists. There is no question

that there have been great cataclysms. Every scientists knows of the existence
changes

of volcanoes and of tg tremendous/in the earth that take place in a short time.

On the other hand anyone who ever goes into ever tacve&ed travelq1 at all

can see the slow effects of erosion that occur. xix There are small and

3 5/8 ugly (?) of suIidence and of the rising of areas of the world. There

is no doubt that small changes are constantly taking place in a more or less

unifêi system. Arid there is also no doubt that cataclysms occur. It

impressed me that on the whole tiratu ihitcomh had done a good job on this fourth

chapter but not nearly as good a job as on the other three.

Thet remainder of the book which Whitcomb did not write, but which was

written by a man by an engineer who had taken a minor in geology deals with an

attempt to show that all, or most of the strata in the world had been produced

by the Flood. So far as I can see the Bible does not say anything about how

the strata had been produced. I feel that there is much in this area that has not

been properly worked out. However, I doubt that anyone is in a position to work
at

it out unless he takes at least three years getting a in geology

and at least three years of post-doctoral study in geology in order to be in a

position to make satisfactory jigments in this area. When he would finish this

preparation I would think it probable that he could make some real advances in the

study of the formation of strata that would be worth while. I doubt that ayone with

less training in that area can say much that will kfx he of any real value in

the field. Whatever the conclusions I do not see how it has much relevance so far

as the Bible is concerned. I do not know of any place where the Bible says that

strata were deposited by the Flood. I think the Bible teaches a universal ee flood

and that it is important therefore that we accept this as true, but it does not

give much detail on the physical processes that Clod used to cause the Flood and

tells nothing at all about the changes, whether great or small, that the Flood may

perhaps have made in the surfact.of the earth. I feel, therefore, that the whole
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matter of Flood geology is something which is quite aside from my area of interest

as a Bible student.

Since, so far as I know, practically everyone who has specialized in geology

holds that Flood geology is not true, I hesitate xktxixiqt about in any way

tying myself up with ft such a theory, particularly when I do not see how it has

any particular relevance so far as the Bible is concerned.







You asked for material in the magazines and quarterlies dealing with the

Old Testament and related subjects. The Biblical Archaeologist (quotes or underlining?J

has some good articles m although it also has others with which I do not agree

The Bulletin of the Evangelical Theological Society has some good articles in it;

so has the Journal of the American Scientific Affiliation. All three of these

cover a wide range of material and there is much in them with which I would agree

and much with which I would disagree

ther is in them much with which I would agree

and much with which I would disagree. Unless one takes a considerable amount

of advanced training in archaeology and in related fields I am not sure that he

is well qualified to deal in% the areas of the Bible that affect this material.

I would feel that for the person who has not done such study the best area of

progress for Old Testament study is in exegesis and in study of syntax and of

vocabulary. There is much ground to conquer cover in this area

and it is one in which, with a comparatively few tools, any able person can make

a great deal of progress.

I do now know how much of a department of Near--Eastern languages and

literature Eastern Indiana University has. There are some excellent men in this

field and there are also many men in it who are not particularly good. It is

difficult for the outsider to make form, a judgment. I have taken a

great deal of work in these areas and have heard the top experts give their

opinion of one another, and it is often very different from what the students
from

of the other man thinks of him, or/f any judgment that outsiders are competent

to make. For the thristian the most important question is , "Just what does

the Bible teach?" I feel that we are making a great mistake to go to with a

particular question and say, "Does it teach this7I' ix as true?" "Or does it

rule this out as untrue?" We should go with three possibilities in mind: "Does

it teach that this is true?", "Does it rule it out as untrue?" or, "Is it a

subject which, so far as we know, God has not revealed to us?" All such
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subjects and such proteins should be put on the shelf in order that our lines may

be alert for further evidenced in case the 1r Lord should bring it to our

attention. As we study the Bible often we find unexpected light on problems that

we have been thinking about. If we were not aware of the problem we would never

have seen the relevance of the new inaterial% to it.

If you should have a chance to see the Bibliotheca Sacra of abput three years

ago you WIQ± would find in it two articles that I wrote on the servant of the Lord

in Isaiah. This would give you an idea of the sort aft exegetical and

±it interpretative study that I feel is particularly needed, but is not being

carried on to any great extent I fear.

I had an article in the fall of 1959 in the Bulletin of the Evangelical Theological

Scoiety on the relation between Genesis 1 and Genesis 2. This would give you an idea

of the sort of study that I feel is helpful also in this field.

If you have further questions or suggestions I would be glad to receive them

to hear from them. I do not at the moment know what particular book to recommend

firxitrtxxt for concentrated study on the Old Testament, aside from good

grammars and dictionaries and concordances. I recommend particularly either The
a

Egnhishmen's Hebrew Concordance or Young's Concordance . Young's is much easier

to use, and is, in my opinion, far superior for the serious Bible student to either

Strong's or to any other concordance that I know of.

Sometimes I am extremely busy; at other times I have a little more time. I am

greatly interested in pushing forward in every area of Biblical study, and had a

little time free at the moment and so was glad to write at this length in relation

to the questions that you asked. If you care to write me further may he able to give

you answer to some simple question immediately on hearing it. If it is a more

complicated one like the questions you asked in your letter, even if I have the

answer right at my tongue's end, weeks or even months might pass before I wi would

time or opportunity to wEAr word the material clearly. I find that writing is slow

and takes a great deal of time, but it is well worth the time. Also, I might kme
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have written something already that would answer a particular question that you

would have. So please do not hesitate to write me, but also please do not be

disappointed if I am not able to give an answer to a long question innediately

on hearing it.




Sincerely yours in Cbrrist.

I -








711+ E. Main
Danville, Indiana
December 6, 1966

Dr. Allan E. Macae
Faith Theological Seminary
Elkins Park, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Dr. MacRae,

I am a recent graduate of Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary
and am presently patoring a small Baptist church in Danville,
Indiana. While in seminary under Dr. Leon Wood I became
very interested in the O.T. area and am now pursuing studies
in Near-Eastern Languages and Literature at Indiana University.

In the Genera] Association of Regular Baptists, of which
I am a part, there has recently been a lot of discussion
over creation - the days, etc. I have held to the age-day
theory and this view is really looked down upon as being
another term for Theistic Evolution, which I do not believe.
However the more I study Hebrew grammar, I find some problems
with the age-day view so I am really in a state of confusion.
I have rejected the gap theory as an exegetical impossibility,
so where do I go now?

I have purchased Whitcomb's book on The Flood and find
many evangelical scientists (A.S.AS) and theologians (LPT.S.)
think he has some good material but do not agree with him
completely. Would you give me your personal opinion of his
material and conclusions and your general feelings for
flood geology?

Also I am trying to subscribe to some magazines and
quarterlies that deal with the O.T. and related subjects.
.Cold you suggest some titles that you feel are worthy of
subscription? At present I receive the Biblical Archaeologist
Also I would appreciate knowing about any books that you
could recommend for good concentrated study on the O.T.

I realize you are very busy, so if you cannot answer
this letter I will understand.




Zyl69J-1-4
Leon Rowland



Dear "Duke:

It was a real pleasure to get your letter last week and to know that you had

received the long essay that I sent you explaining why it seems to me that the more

natural interpretation of the Scripture is to consider the days of Genesis 1 as long

periods of time rather than as 24-hour days.

I hope that you had a grand time on your trip to California.

Thank you for sending me the copy of the negative side of the debate beeen

Dr. Rimmer and Dr. Riley. I wish I could have been present. It must have been a

very interesting occasion. As I read it carefully a few things stood out in my mind.

Perhaps you will be interested in my reactions.

The first thing that I noticed was the attitude that Dr. Rtmmer took, as he

began to speak. He evidently had been much pleased with the witty remarks of Dr.

Riley, and set out to answer in kind. He asserted that it is pleasant to hear witty

remarks when one is not dealing with an anemy of the faith, but simply comparing two

views that are equally acceptable to true Christians. In fact he went so far as to

say that even if the audience should vote that they felt that he was the winner in this

debate with Dr. Riley, he still would consider it ent1rj possible that inthe d it

might prove that Dr. Riley had been right and he wrong on the matter. In other words

he did not consider this to be such a difference of opinion as should in any way

spparate true believers.

I feel that many of Rimmer' s later remarks have to be taki in the light of these

statements that he made at the beginning of his talk. Eash time that he declares that

surely his opponent will be converted by what he has said--each time that he makes

an extremely dogmatth statement about the absolute certainty of the correctness of his

views--I can just irine him turning vtth a smile to Dr. Riley and putting ax ch a tone

in his voice as would say, "Here is an extreme statement for you to knock at. It is

fun to examine these things together. Actually we can't really be sure which of 1 is right."
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All this fits with my personal view ai the matter, that the length of the days

is not something that has been so revealed to us that we can take it as an article of

faith, but rather that it is simply a matter of trying to decide what the Scripture really

teaches.

The first part of Dr. Rtmmer1 s eighth argument contains some important statements.

On pp. 10-11, he says:




/ (.
THE EIGHTH REASON we accept the solar duration of the darS is the apparent

fact that Moses' clear intention was to convey the twentyfouxour idea. The

wild flights of my honorable opponent's fancy (and some of them are wild I) cannot

=e= go so far as to Ay that Moses intended to convey the modern geological

idea of aeons in each day of creation. This is an idea born science that

/
came long after Moses, and he, in his simplicity, penned the words of God

with the evident intention of conveyftit the accepted idea of a day as we

know it. If, then, we try to read into the Mosaidaccount theories and ideas

Moses never intended to express, are we not liable to the charge that we

are "wise above what is written," and are we not in a very definite sense

"adding to" the sacred record?)(

This statement deserves very careful attention. I am particularly pleased with

We should be very careful not to become tise above

what is written," or to add to the sacred record. We should not read into the Mosaic

account theories and ideas that Moses never intended to express.

Yet there was one phrase that I did not quite likewhere it said: "the accepted

idea of a day as we know it." It should have said, "as Moses knew it." Here Rimmer has

fallen into the very danger that he is attacking. He declares on page 7, line 2 that

"a day g is/the diurnal revolution of the earth on its axis." On line 6 of the same page

he says: "a solar day is nothing more or less thin the tirrie it takes the earth to make

one complete revolution on its axis. " Actually we may be sure that Moses never hear



.

of any of these terms. The idea of a twenty-four-hour day was quite unknown to him.

He had no clocks of the type that we have. Netther did he have any idea, so far

as we know, that the-sun turned around on Ift axis. This is not a proper way to define what

Moses meant by a day.

Rimmer says that scientific ideas of today must not be read intothe Bible, but

insists that we must interpret its words in the light of scientific discoveries made only

a few centuries ago. Actually both methods are false. We must interpret the Bible in the

light of itself, not of modem scientific disceries. I] 4

The only way to find out what Moses met by the word ym is to look at the

Bible itself. When we do so we find that in the Scripture the word "day" is used to

represent a period of light preceded and followed by periods of darkness. The length of this

period may vary from a -

\



comparatively few miiutes to -six months'i-lençt. depending what part of the

earth one is in and what time of the year- 4e4e, Another, us¬'4orlt is1for a period'of ei

dwIth the period of darkness 1,mied.ately preceding It4 the Hebrews day beganbegan
I > ' " - - -

at sunset. Th .4e&ai r giwithg

pFoab4y fre the4act that Mpse.s £pea"ks ofthe day

M




~
~4j_




eMeg-witaminq Moses aes-thtErnrdy

period of indeterminate lengthas in Genesis 2:4 where




AAA I.
all that had been included n the M* dayiof Genesis 1. 4V'

'VP
-, - r

Tfre question is not how do we understand -the te -did -Moses- d
I / I- -- I - I-,

used the term day in aU three ways, but there is
I.:

no evidence that he ever meant by it thecientifIc defInItIo$1Ime it take s this

IP
particular planet to revolve once on i S axis.

(- /' (
- -

Dr. Rimmer makes the statement that one must take the word day as meaning

a 24-hour day unless something in the context shows that it means something different.

There is no Scriptural statement to this effect anywhere. kWe must determine fran the

context what time kind of a period of time is indicated by each particular use of the word

.day-,--we- cannot- assume-that one is the one-that ts alvc-ays used.

There are many very interesting points of interpretation and of argumentation on

thetewpoInt of opinion that Rimmer gives and many of them are very well expressed.

However, actually such arguments do not prove anything as he himself states, it is not

human opinion that matters but what does the word say? As for this I find in his whole

debate very little evidence, there are however a few definite statements that he nukes.

These , the first is that the statement that the Hebrew word yok always means the

time it take s the earth to revolve once ai its axis. This is a statement for which there is

n o evidence I the Scripture anywhere. A second statement that he kiakes is that whenever

t he wad yom has a number before it it always weans a solar day. There is no evidence

for this anywhere in the Scripture. Another statement he makes is that the 7th day in
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thearranges his material under 12 heads. he first of these arguments,whlch

he calls fhepIaning of the word oi4
i ehave atready discussed, ther-I hav&éxamined

/ the other.rery carefully, and am prepared to discuss any one of them quite full.

However, I will not burden you with the time it wouU take to read such a full dlsicss1on.

Most cf them consist of ideas or arguments based




,upon human speculation or theorizing.

Rimmer presents them very cogently and in lively fashion Howover-,- -mest o-th-m are-
,

sthily arguments from human reasoning ed4h ortf4&ft-prove nothing. As Rtmmer

himself said on page 0'4U\
O7L411t1 )tS4

J24

1 Q4v 4)
Ot'Ap

t4ftJ
lzp j

17IV0

UUPLU V1




that most of The
J4' '2

second argument, consisls in pointing out the fact that1n the King James

Version the word yo translated fdai.it 1181 times -'f-t+reftIU11 tmss

I
occursin the Hebrew text,, If this proveanything at all it would merdy show wat.-the-.

/

, King James translatorsheg.t it mrt,and wa no-.tb .1 ,*iblIcal pree but-aproe,
, I)

However, it does not even whow that, l in many

jr 11
c ase'the King James Interpreters used the word day nf .,!n4et¬

1eawwhen,th k.Q- the d of the Gen 2: the wor4 is

i-i: çc 4
used to cover the whole of the six days of creation

\) V The third argument is that whenever the word yom Is deded by a numerical




/
article, we are forced to accept it as a literal day. Rkimer gives no reasom why

Naturally, the commonest use of the word day with

a number before it is in enumerating flays of the month, and this is true in the Hebrew 1Ib1e

as in almost any other type of literature. Yet this does not by any means prove that the

wordy If used with a number before it always has to refer to a solar day. It would be

fW
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(V
what we mean by a solar day. When you speak of the ark resting on the 17th day or of

the rain falling for 17 days it would naturally mean this sort of day. But this does not prove

that the use ff a number necessarily means that a solar day is involved. NerUnless we have

a Scriptural statement to this effect we are being wiser than the text and not adding to it.
tJ <1 j2;

va" are four important days in Scripture. The

Nthe day of salvation (2 Cor. 6:2).

'second day is the day of the vengeance,-Ged( ). The third day is the

day of the Lord many rfee- ±srefe1Te9anrt1mesih both td and New Testa-

rnes) The fourth day is the day of Christ Thus we could easily speak

of the first day, the second day, the third day, the fourth day, without necessarjy meaning

24-h8ur days . Whether Scripture does this or not, I do not know. But there is certainly

no reason why it could not do it, and certainly the use of the number means-fteth-at-aLl

as to whether the days in Genesis are 24-hour days or not.

statement at the end of page 10 impresses me as entirely without foundation,

"the appearance of the n4mber in each case DEMANDS that we accept it as a day of literal

meaning, that is, 24 hours."

Toward the bottom of page 6 we find the 4th argument, we find the fo11 Ing statement:

THE FaJ RTH ARGUMENT ably answers the quibble of my respected opponent: that the rays

of the sun has not reached the earth until the 4th day. Under this he ad Rimmer proceeds

to assert that the fact that, that the reference to the sun on the 4th day does not prove

anything at all about the first three days, but 1re s he fails to note what is said about

the 4th day. He readily admits that the fourth clay does not tell about the creation of the

sun. In fact, he expresses the belief that th lun had been created "ages and ages" before

the time of the 4th day (page ). Rtmmer asserts (top of page 7) that a day is the

diurnal revolution of the earth on its axis." A little further down he says "a solar day

is nothing ipiore or less than the time it takes the earth to make one complete revolution on
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quite natural for any of us to such a statement ah
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j~-
The sjxth argument

Isistada9oliows.
;t!, -!,

Of càdrse this Is not the questlai under dlscusslai at all. God could have done

everything that is described in kGenesls 1 In
Ø4-hou¬or

in 6 periods of 24 minutes

each or of 24 seconds each. He could have done it all J.n ne second. .Th1quetIonjs

notwh,afle could have don,e,, but,




hat did. matters

14o .s.-what the &dptuf eabt-it.-4. rumme
I-

pm'
"A MAN OF BRAINS AND ABILITY CA MAKE UP A PLAUSIBLE CASE FOR ANY SIDE OF.ANY

/ QUESTION ,." Svc~r_frm -hi

C4')-/;
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Similarly, the argumeis that since evolutionists believe long periods of

creation we should not believe in them. I certainly feel that we should not accept any view

becai se unbelievers hold it, but neitha r should we reject a view because unbelievers hold

it. We should go to the Scripture and see what it teaches. Such arguments as these are

interesting and often seem convicing but rove nothing.
c#
__The 12th argufnent.thAt 1 n the sUn's ay-weie nt vIsibL. since the sunwas nothi I

1" go i'-'
visible ' the earthen the d day, the sIt day could not have been a long period becai se5-

_
/U*VV LAI 'CL -t

vegetation could, not grow without t)le sun. p4s based upon human experience in




farming
uthJs/.1jtIh,/t(,(

(,-(p
We can not say what God mi'ght' have chosen to do. Anywaythe first day provided light,and
what

__the$ vegetation needs,,)o grow$s light not-sec r[ly,fr'vt jay -th-waft Such'- -j - - - , '-i r- /
01

aa-guments prove nothing.

-7j Wha1t really
_natters

is, silfte did not find

a great deal of this in the 14 pages of the debate.

_______A..vCAwakM.,Ju s li to dfl (JJ n,. Rimmerfl an able speaker, capable

L2ct7
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of moving audiences. His particular work was not that of the careful gathering of facts,

yet ) if we are to make decisions on mars like this, they must be based on acts,.
14/1A

Ocçasionl1yUmmer does m4ce very definite statements about act as iage /2

"ym C.'4 Hebrew,

1 bl -4s--the




1414
Fe.--ee4-.b.-the. werd l a7-n&he says the Grook word 4

9lways solar day.

This sounds like a definite thtatement of factj
~oweverj

I looked up hemera in

a concordance and within two minutes I came across ajdozen cases where the word

could not possibly, refer to a solar day. Thus When Paul speaks of the d of

salvation
A

it is certainly niot a 24-hour day. When he speaks of-e nli-tu-the day

(P D)rA
of Christ 1 is certainly not a 24-hour day. When4e speaks of the day of the Lord,i4-i-

_______
A

erinlyQt a 24-hour day. Wheh e- qTxote Jesus atyig

Pita
1 saw my

day and-wa glade i certainly not speaking of a 24-hour day. Many other examples

could easily be cited where the Greek word hemera does not mean a 24=hour day. It

is unfortunate that Dr. Rimi r should have said,
hh%9Seek_we'4Jemera always

1Cttl
Jdiot& a 24-hour day."

When it comes to matters of evidence there is really only one strong argument

in the h ole of Rimmer' s presentation. This is a statemm
1which

IL provab1bwould

indicate a great deal.)




4V,
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its axis. Whatever else we may or may not kiitw about the meaning of Genesis 1, we do

know tItthis was not the best--this definition was certainly not what Moses or anyone

of that time had in mind. The only way they could have ever dreamed of such a definition

of a suh would be a specific revelation of God to them about the fact and we have no

evidence that he made such a revelation. If He had it would have been strange indeed that

so many centuries elapsed before anyone ever thought of the idea as far as evidence goes

that the earth revolves on its axis. The fact of the matter i of course that it states in

the fourth day that God caused the sun, moon. and stars to appear and made them measures

of time for days and for years. This certainly excludes the idea that the sun, the relation

of the earth to the sun was a measure of time of the days in the previous three days.

This fourth argument is a negative one and it is ate which does not seem to grasp the

meaning of the statements aJ ut the 4th day at all.

AX, A"
_flie5th argumentis n interestingne. -He S4RGUMENT NUMBER is

even more forceful and unanswerable than this. In the accounts of the various acts of

wi

N

N, creation in this we ,the wording of the text in each case is such as to desmdi demand

tJ__
instantaneity. &ayJ ai' f g1ts1Ltrans1ation, that atim-period is possible

irrthe!neanh1of the word day, but the Hebrew text is emphatically reversed, the reverse,

as an instance on the first day the text a s..." 71;

thttt
,




Here illustration is give he first

i -' th vprdipg o the text In each case is uch as tb;deruand intantaneIty.'t :
I p i - I

Let wring of the .te*Genesis 1:27 we read God created man in his

own image, in the Image of God created he hirr male and female created he them.

L$ first sight this seems to fit in quite definitely with the statement

that I het1onwit that in every case that wording of the text is such as to een=

demand Instantaneity. However Godword deee-net eofttradct itself. When we seem 40

find a contrádIctIon we must explain the two passages.j eackpther-.- We
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Ck 7P'(
___"tochap& accounLof the creation f man. There wëfind

L-O
-the (and the Ld,-God formed man of the dust of the ground,

and breathed into his nostrils the breath of hf ; and man became a living soul

exacLoppoite, th .are

at least two stae.in44 the forming his bod from the dust of the grwnd, and then

--breathixinto his nostrils(ef the breath of




I"
-

act Rrrtherniore, the statement, in Genesis 1:27 said' male and female created he them.
I i 4(

an instantaneous immedi te creation of man, male and female. But

'chapter 2,
f,various

tthL happen(etween verse 71whefl man was

AanCJ
created,and verse 22 when woman was created. The statement in Genesis 1 which art

Jat sIht-oundpd l4te an instntaneous act, e e,nTr&brr proves in the light of chapter 2
~

41not to be an instantaneous act a all Gd could o chose aveQimplyQaid,

~Jet men and woman be standing here, wholly formed and completer Pt thanot what He

did. Genesis 2 shows that something te different occurred.

Let's look
atpome

of the other st ,r-ee 6 pays, Goti said let there be a

firmament in the mid t of the waters. Verse 7 doesn't say tihe was a firmament, it says
/

God made the firm/merit, and divided the wers. This can/ ,1J adescrIbe an instan

taneous act or ij/pan be something which gradually took/Place over a long period of time.

In
veyhe__on

the 3rd ' w8 find as Dr. Rimmer himself points out, under the

(13 1/4)
/ argument,-

waters
1t\

waters under the heaven be gathered together in one place, and let the dry land appear'

a,sJ'ffGod could have said, t all the waters be-ctHeraid the dry land separate

from thenandi4t happen instantaneously, gut this is not what t1 ~~~Iae said1

Hi 4P.1JJ)
et them be gathered together. The wording .ft-rjgd describes a process which could

't64

'%:T
74 c,4 v4e ____

70n, A \1 VIA,
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The other matters dealt with are matters of argument and which various opinions

could be hold, Dr . Rimmer states his very dogmatically bu t the opposing view could be

stated equally dogamtically on every one of them. Thus he makes the statement that

whereva-the word day is preceded by a number it indicates a solar day. I know of no

Scriiral tatemt to this extent. Naturally if you speak of the 13th dy of the month

you have a number used before and probably it refers to a solar day. This does not prove

that one might not just as well use the word day dealing with another kind of day altogether.

If you say that baseball games are held on sunshiny days in the days before bright illumin

ation was used for nighttime playing, you might then say that the first day on which they

played was the 25th of March , the second day was the 14th of April, the 3rd day was the

5th of May. In these cases you would refer$/ to a solar day but what you would have in

mind would actually be the light portion rather than any 24-hour day at all, except of

course for matters of designation.

Much argument is made as to whether God could lBve done each of these acts

in a 24-hour day. I would think perhaps a fourth of the whole speak: speech is ai this.

However that really should not interest us. Why should God require a 24-hour day?

Why not do it in 24 seconds instead of 24 hours. Why th not do it in one second? God

could have done the whole work of the six days in one second if He chose. But the

account as it reads does nd sound like that at all, but like the description of a series

of processes which God may have chosen to spread out over a very long period of time.
-/ i

A
_- ially, I have no obction to anyone thinking

(fit
ese were 24=hour days,

But I it very foolsho 1be dogmatic about it and to insist that they were. We

just don't know. As the_ In the Scripture

-frrrriyyiew_pQitlt nLgeel-ogy or c,f ay othcinca they sound to me much more like

long periods than like 24-hour days. I?tfeel that on this matter weshould live and let live,

Qt, ,4111(
1eaveh one free to think what he want *hether they were 5-minute days, or 24-hour

days, or 2-billion-year days, or indeterminate periods of
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May the La ci richly bless you in your stand for the truth of the gospel. T1 c lear

statements of the word are being attacked at m , nd we must stand absolutely

four-square for them. we the Bible does not

specifically
teach);

thn± we expose ourselves to unnecessary attacksa-hat rtu

In the past many people have felt that the Bible clearly taught that the earth

was the center of the universe. f ±11iitj ti&.,

.-QthT w1ii -th &ø-at f ur articulatLaf

thoroughly convinced -n ny .O,that the sun is the center of -the-

our solar system. This does not contradict any statement qf the

M kA
S ri tur it does contradict many statements of Christian people ho t1ioughtJt

A
+ f ii Li ilLecli-It. he same is true about the e of

the earth, think that the Bible ti aches a flat earth, to-i f1w 1haL,uuyw1

Z hr-±t crny Ir-t9nohg rth.4 roun4 "-My

11
/ d /1Ø?f:(J/ It
,peap1-th the past ha.i kn cv1n t t.h4 RI - flat rth

Wc&JC4' Ze cci & !',4tj.if*, t't,
r±] rwnd114 1d Lb1G 11fltrJg

,dtQD.4 At




wi a-wjd i-sod in Yariou-u!sas in the B±le-4t..

I 7t.
May the Lord richly bless y in every phase of your,life and of yo*r valualYMrzsA

to His truth. It is always a joy to hear from you.

Cordially yours in Cuts t,







Dear Friend:

Thank you for your letter with its enclosure of the debate by Harry Rimmer,

which I am returning herewlh in accordance with your request.

I wish I could agree with ou and say that it impresses me as logical and

consistent and scholarly.

The Christian world today is facing an interesting situation. We have the Word

of God which is our complete and final source of information on spiritual matters, and

there is nothing more important than w4 disseminating the spiritual information that

it contains. The Bible also contains a considerable amount of material dealing with

various sciences. Yet it was no part of God's plan to give us full information about these

sciences. If he had desired to do so it would have had to be many times as long as it is.

I am thoroughly convinced that everything that is taught in the Bible relating to any

field of knowledge whatever is absolutely true and dependable. However I am equally

sure that it was not the Lord's intention to give us full information about a great many

things about which the Bible t4aches. I feel that4e it is very important that we see

exactly what is given there aid what is not stated. On ntters that are not stated it is

important that we keep from taking a position which might later be proven to be ernwneous.

It nowhere states in the Bible tia t the earth is round. Neither does it state

that the earth is flat. Many modernists assert that the Bible is out of date because it says

that the earth is flat. I unhesitatingly challenge them

where such a statement is made. Yet I cannot say that the Bible clearly teaches that

the earth is round although one or two passages seem to suggest such a view. The Lord

did not choose to give us definite information on this point.

The same is true about the matter of the earth going around the sun. The
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Bible speaks of the sun coming oiE of his chamber like a strong man to run a race. The

impression that one would get on this would be that the sun goes round the earth. Many

fact that the
modern scientists feel that the/earth moves around the sun shows that the Bible is out

of date. I am well satisfied with the interpretation that the statements about the sun

moving thrat gh the heaven are figurative, and dealing simply with appearances and not

claiming to give us definite knowledge. Modern science seems to have proven that the

earth goes arouhd the sun and I feel that it is extremely unfortunate, when people get the

impression that this in any way contradicts the Bible. Actually, in my opinion, the Bible

does not ddal with this particular matter.

Modern science holds that most of the stars ti-a tw e see in the havens are other

suns, many of them far larger than our own and some of them being billions of miles

away. The Bible nowhere teaches this, but neither does it contradict it.

It would be unfortunate if people would get the idea that this was a contradiction

other than the Bible.

The same is true about the astronomic discovery of recent years, that practically all

the stars that we see form one great galaxy, and that there are millions of other galaxies

in the heave, some of them r greater than the one of which our sun is a minor member.

All astronomers today belie this to be true. The Bible says nothingthout it, but neither

does it conadict it.

If the Bible stated that the earth was created in six 24-hour days, I would have no

hesitation in believing it.However,}ould equally well have done it in six seconds.

I is not a question of what the Lord can do but of whether the Bible actually tells us or not

how long a time he caused to be taken up in the matters described in Genesis I.

Harry Rimmer was a very able speaker, and many people were greatly blessed by

his messages. His books dealing with scientific matters were used of God to save the
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faith of many high school students. Yet an earnest highly-educated Christian told me

one day that Harry Rimmer had svved his faith when he was in high school, and then had

nearly wrecked it when he was in college. The reason for this was that Harry Rimmer

took many excellent arguments in various scientific field' and presented them foitibly

get
in defense of the Word, but did not take the time to the details accurate in any of the

fields in which he worked. This makes it very easy for a college professor to take almost

any of his scientific writings and show many inaccurate and erroneous statements about

various devils.

A fine Christian archeologist told me one day that he had gone through a book

by Harry Rtmmer on Archeology. He said that it had some very fine arguments in it bt

that the details contained many errors. H rerred to the simple matter of fact of the
names of the various archeological museums in different cities of the world. He said

that in such a simple matter .1 fact as this he found 20 definite errors in the book.

It was as if he had said, "Many people in New York work In the Loop. In Chicago the

great statue of Billy Penn on top of City Hall stand s at the end of State Stree. In

Philadelphia one of the most interesting buildings I the Empire State Building."

ytAi Twenty errors of this kind dealing with the names of archeological institutions

occurred in the one book.

I regret to say that I find many errors of this type in the address that you sent to

me. Thus on page he takes Dr. Riley severely to task for building an argument on

the use of the word day (hemera) in the New Testament, insisting that it is only the

Old Testament that is important in the present discussion. Yes on page Dr. Rimmer

himself makes aI big argument from the use of the word Hemer in the New Testament,

stating that it always means a solar day.

Just at a cursory glance in a concordance, I quickly located a dozen cases

where hemera could not possibly be interpreted as a 24-hour day. (see F)
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Yet Dr. Rimmer dogmatically states that "hemer&' always indicates a solar day.

Dr. Rimmer makes a great deal of his clal Ti that yom always means the time that

it takes the earth to make one revolution on its axis. Yet there is not a single place

in the Bible where the word is defined in this way, nor do we have any reason to

think that this idea ever occurred to any of the people who used it in ancient times. To

them a day was simply the light peridd between two periods of darkness, or a series

of such periods. The word was also frequently used to indicate a period of definite

length. This is what the word means in the Bible and it is not proper interpretation to

fasten on it a meaning different from what the Bible shows it to have had.

On page Dr. Rtmmer says that all the acts of God in Genesis 1 were

instantaneous and quotes the statement about the creation of light on the first day. Yet

the statements in the other days are most of them very different from this. It is doubtful

that at thij it could be show that more than a third of the statements in Genesis 1 clearly

represent an instantaneous act on God's part. One place where this might be tftogh

taught on superficial examination would be the statement in verse 26: God created man:

male and female created he them." Yet in Genesis 2 It is clearly explained that a number

of events were included in this simple statement and that God performed a number of

distinct acts between the creation of man and the formation of woman. Dr. Rtmmer s

general statement simply does not fit the facts. It is based only upon the first day

and is quite different from the way that things are actually expressed.

If the Bible clearly stated that the earth is the center of the universe and everything

else revolves around it, and God figures time according to the turning of the earth on its

axis, we would have no doubt that this is the case. I do not find azy such statement in the

Bible, and feel to accept such a view is LtuL1dIzy readingi nto the Bible what is not

0hilefe =
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there. It puts us in sharp apposition to the view of all astronomers that the earth is

merely one of the pbanets that goes round the sun, the sun merely one of 4h millions

of suns in our galaxy and our galaxy only one of millions of galaxies. &th If the Bible

contradicst all the astronomers in the woris, I would not hesitate to stand by the Bible, bt

where there is no such statement at all in the Bible, and the evidence adduced by the

astronomers is very complete and very definite, 0' It seems to me that we are hurting

rather than helping the cause of Christ by readin'nto the Bible something that is not there.

I find the debate by Dr. Rimmer full of dogmatic statements and slurs upon the

intelligence of his opponents, but I find very little of solid evidence and nothing to

prove that the view that he gives is actually taught in the Scriptures.

It seems to me that we have enough to do to stand upon what the Bible clearly

teaches, without inserting into it something that is not there. As I showed in my paper

in my previous letter, the word yom In the Bible clearly indicates a period of light

between two peridds of darkness, and is also used for counting the number of such

alternations, and also for an indefinite period of time. We are nowhere told how long.

The days of creation were, and I feel that we are taking an unneeessary burden upon our

selves in Insisting upon a particular lenth for them.

As I pointed out in that letter the terminology used on the 3rd, 4 5th and 6th days

fits far better with a long period than with a brief day.

On the first page of his debate, Dr. Rimmer asserts that this is a matter on which

good Christians can differ without the thinking any the less of one another. He says

of Dr. Riley, "in all our acquaintance we have never found ourselves in opposition on

any essential pct of Scriptural revelation and even now after seeking for a long time

for a question on which we can honestly disagree , neither of us id dogmatic or immovable

on this issue we here discuss in the most friendly manner possible'
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In my opinion, we injure the cause of verbal inspiration rather than help it

when we try to insist upon one particular view of the meaning cIthe word day in Genesis 1.

Personally, I think that the Scriptural evidence without even looking at any other

evidence from any other source rather clearly indicates that these were long periods.

But I have no criticism of anyone who feels differently. Surely this should be considered

as a matter on which true believers in verbal infspiration can differ in friendly fashion,

rather than one on which pronouncements should be made or dogmatic stands taken.

I am sorry to disagree with you on this point, but feel that the work of

Christ is better advanced by charity regarding it than by an attempt to force Christians

into one mold.

Thank you for letting me see the debate which I return herewith. I wish

you had made an extra carbon for me.

May the Lord greatly bless you in every part of your vital testimony to the

cause of Christ.




Cordially yours in Him,
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is the 'p&ent fact that Moses' clear intention was to convey the '1iour idea. The

wild flights of my honorable opponent's fancy (and some of them wild!) cannot go

so far as to say that Moses intended to convey the modern geological idea of adons in

each dy of creation. This is an idea born of
scienceK

that came long after Moses, and

j_ he, in his simplicity, penned the words of God with the evident intention of conveying the

\"\ accepted idea of a day as we know it. If, then, we try to read into the MDsaic account

theories and ideas Moses never intended to exptessre we not liable to the charge that

we are "wise above what is written," and are we not in a very definite sense "adding to"

the sacred record?"

This statement deserves very careful attention. I am particularly pleased with

the statement at the end of it. We should be very careful not to becomwise above what

is written, or to add to the sacred record. We should not read into the Mosaic account

theories and ideas that Moses aever intended to express.




II

The question immediately comes, how much of science did Moses intend to

express? The Bible is not written to teach us science. The Bible is written to teach us

how to know how to know God and how to be saved through the Lord Jesus Christ. We can

be sure that God has given us all the Informatiai that we need in the spiritual realm. We

have in the Bible everything that is necessary for us to know how to live lives that have;

are worthwhile in His sight and how to come to know Him ahd His Son the Lord Jesus Christ.

This does not mean that the Bible tells us everything that might be known about theology.

I am sure that there are great depths to the character of God and there are an infinite number

of things that He has done or does do that we know nothing about and cannot lean about

from the Bible. If the Bible were to tell us all that must be known about God it would take

thousands of volumes to contain the information. If--John tells us, in John 20:31 thate

if the Bible were to tell --that Jesus did many more tl*igs that are not told in i4= his gospel

and that if all of them were to be written he doubts if all the books in the world would be
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sufficient to contain the information. God has no told us everything about Himself by

any means. He has told us all that is necessary for us to know in the spiritual realm.

When it comes to science God has certainly not intended to tell us all about biology

or geology or chemistry or even all about history. He tells what is necessary for us to

know in these fields in order to understand the spiritual truths that He gives us.

My understand ng is that vabal inspiration that wherever He touches upon these

fields what He says is accurate and true.. It does not mean that He gives us a full account

of an6ne of these fields. There is much in them that we may discover that is not at all

contained in the writings of the Bible. However, what we may discover is not denied in

the writings of the Bible. If anytthig in these fields actually contradtts the Biblical

statements, then our discovery has been a mistaken one. God is the creator of the world,

and God is the author of the Bible and the two otaiot cannot contradict each other. But we

may discover a great deal in nature that the Bible says nothing about. It is therefore th very

important that we be -- careful not to read into the Bible what is not stated there.

Now we ask ourselves what is it that Moses intends to say in this field. How are

we going to find out? =1d I do not at all like the statement, the last part of this statement:

"this is an idea born of science that came long after Moses, and he, in his simplicity, penned

the words of God wt h the evident intention of conveying the accepted idea of a day as we

know it." I don't like t1 statement a day as we know it. It certainly should say a day as

he knew it. How are we to know what kind of a day Moses knew? I find repeatedly in this

papaw the statement that a day means teievolutIon of a day the earth upon its axis. I

find repeatedly the statement that no matter whether is light or whether there is no

light at all, a day--the earth always takes the same length of time to revolve upon its axis

and this is what is meant by a day. 4=ft=

However, I searched the Bible through and find no dvidence anywhere in it that

Moses knew anything whatever about the length of time it takes the earth to revolve on
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its axis. I find no evidence that Moses knew that the earth had an axis, or that the earth

revolves at all. Whether Moses thought that the earth went around the sun or that the sun

went around the earth, is nowhere stated in the Bible. I do not know whether Moses knew

anything about this or not, but I do not believe that he has given us any information about

it. When we say that Moses by the word day means the length of time that it takes the

earth to revolve--to go round m its axis--we are reading modern scientific ideas into the

Bible and becoming wise above what is written. )& If we want to know what Moses meant

by day the only way to find out is to see how he used the word.

When we undertake to do this we find that what Moses meantby a day in the first

case where he is es it is a period of light between two periods of darkness. We find this

right in Genesis 1: . He called the light day and the darkness he called

night. This is by far the most common-this is the most general use cf the word day. It

is a period of light between two periods of darkness. The length of this period varies

tremendously. Wien Moses spoke of six days , did e mean six combinations of a period

of darkness and a period of light, or did he mean six perii s of light without including in

his enumeration' the period of darkness. As far as I know we have no way to tell. Of

this I am sure , that Moses did not mean a period of time that would be marked as 24 hours

on a clock. Moses had never heard of a 24-hour day, nor had he ever heard of the

revolving on its axis.

Moses clearly used the word day in three senses. He uses it of the period of

light between two perick1s of darkness . He uses it for a succession of days, whether they

be simply the periods of light or whether it also includes with each period of light the pre

ceding period of darkness. And he uses it for a general period of time. This in chapter 2

he speaks of the th ole creation as one day. These are the generations of heaven and

earth in the days when they were created. This includes all the six days in one. It is

--the word day is often is ed in the Bible for a general period of time. All that we can say
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of a particular usage is that it indicates a period of time and to ow how long the period

is intended to be, we must examine the context and 1 see what the writer had in mind.

If he speaks of the 23rd day of a certain month, we know that he refers to the sort of

calender system which was then used. One quite different from the system we e today,

a nd yet agreeing withours in this , that it numbers the days consecutively within bach month.

There is a great deal of discussion of whether God ca.ild lave created the world

in six days, periods of 24 hours. Dr. Rimmer' s debate contains a great deal of iuuatii

material about this. Actually, this has nothing whatever to do with the quest ion. God

could just as well have created the world in six seconds as in e six periods of 24 hours.

The matter of what od could do is not at all involved. It is the questioin of what God did

do $ and the only way we can tell anything about this is to see what is said in the Bible,

trying to e exactly what is stated and to avoid becorr*ig wise above what is written.

creative
The fact of the rra tter is that there is absolutely no evidence to show how long the eFeat

days were. And there is no reason whatever to think that Moses hadin mind when he spoke

of them the period of time that it would take this particular planet to revolve once upon its

axis. It may be that each of them was a 24-hour period. They may have been lO=hour

periods, they may have been 5-hour periods, or they may have been billibns of years in

length. The Bible does not state and when we try to say, we are simply being wise above

what is written.

I We the atatement that Dr. Rimmer makes on the first page of his discussion,

when he says of Dr. Riley, "for my honored and beloved opponent, I have naught but the

highest affection, nay, even reverence. In all our acquaintance we have never found

ourselves in opposition on any essentioA point of Scriptur'revelatIon, and even now,

after hunin4 for a long time for a question on which we can honestly disagree, neither of us

is dogmatic or Immoveable on this issue we here discuss In the most friendly manner

possible. Evai though the audience votes me the winner in this debate, I am still unabl&
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to assert that my respected opponent may not be right."

There is an excellent stanent near the middle of page 2 of Dr. Rimmer' s remarks.

It reads: "Supposition and human opinion, even when that opinion is the most scholarly, is

NOT evidence of proof." Dr. Rlmmer* s 14 pages contain a great many very strong statements

that the word day must be a solar day, and that the whole context of Scripture demands this

interpretation. It is interesting however to turn aside from the all points of--from all the

rhetorical statements, some of which are very witty and very forceful, some of which are

very forceful, and to look specifically at the evidence that he presents. He sass that he

felt , on this same page, "I will advance Twelve lines of evidence to shø'v' that the

days of Genesis are tIT eolog1ca1 periods." Let us look at these 12 arguments, and see

just what evidence is given under each of them.

Near the middle of page 3 Dr. Rimmer gives the first argument which he entitles

"The meaning of the word 'yom'." He then says Dr. Rtley is right about-U wn-d-j= when

he said that this word, in the Hebrew language, has many varieties of meaning. He is

also right when he says its meaning is sometimes an indefinite period of time: but he

then proceeds to argue from this true premise to a false conclusior)f that is, because the

word sometimes means an indefinite period, it cannot mean a solar day in Genesis the

first chapter.

I do not have Dr. Riley' s statements and so do not know whether this is a proper

interpretation of his words. I would cert nly fully agree that the fact that it sometime s

means a n indefinite period of time does not mean t1 t it c&i not mean we solar day in

Genesis the first chapter. However, this is not proof that in the first chapter it does mean

three
a solar day. The word yom has #we distinct meanings. We have no right to insist that

any one of the three is the one that is used in a certain context, unless we have clear

evidence that in favor of uch an interpretation in that particular context.

In continuing the argument on page 4, Rimmer said, "BUT IN EVERY INSTANCE

WI1LEE WHERE...
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" here I would like to ask just who has established this as a rule that unless the context

shows it's an indefinite period it must be a solar day? The fact is that the context must

show which of the three meanings the word has in the particular instance. Mos never

established such a rule, nor does any Bible passage establish such a rule. As far as the

meaning the word yom is concerned we do not knov fran which interpretation is the

right one in Genesis one.

The second argument that Pr. Rimmer gives is the statement that the word yom

occurs 1480 times in the Hebrew text and it's translated "DAY" 1181 times in the English

Bible. He therefore says, "this, iforc then, establishes a general rule for the guidance

of the investigator the word 'yom' Is to be rendered 'day', unless the context holds some

reason and authority for tranlating it otherwise." We note however-he goes i to say

"please note the authority is to be fourdin the text." Here howeverhe is making the

authority not the text but the interpretation given by the translators thousands of years

after Moses wrote. However, in addition to that, the fact that the word is translated day

so many times does not prove at all what sort of day is meant. It is often used to mean

s imply the light period between two periods of darkness. It is also used a very considerable

number of times, to mean an indefinite pezbd.

Argument 2, there is no evidence given that would have any validity in determining

the matter.

At the bottom part of page 4, we find the third argument. This 'is the fact that

there is a rule of Hebrew that is invariably bllowed in the sacred text: WHENEVER THE WORD

'YO BY A kRTICLE we are forced to acdept it as a literal day

Here is an argument th id certainly needs to be examined. Is it a Biblical fact

that whenever the word day is preceded by a number this proves that it means the time that

it takes the earth to revolve on its axis. There is certainly no statement to this effect

anywhere in the Bible. When a day of the morthis mentioned, naturally what is meant is
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Similarly, in verse 11 and 12 we read, "and God said let the earth bring forth

grass ... ." nd it brought forth grass ...." He speaks of all the different types of

vegetation, not that God said let the earth be covered with vegetation but let the earth

bring forth. Certainly the suggestion here of the word...

d.3. (1/4)

.statement to require that it all occurred in that way. It would be just as likely that a

certain period of time was involved in the removing of the very thick barrier that wai Id

keep the sun, moon and stars from being visible.

In the fifth day, again we find--fifth and sixth days- we find statements about

the animals exactly r like the statfflnents about the plants in the third day. It does not

s ay that God caused that instantaneouàly and uddenly the world would be covered with

various kinds of animals. He said let the waters bring forth abundantly. He said let the

earth bring forth. The words as they stand do not demand spontaneity, in fact, they

suggest the very opposite.

Thus we have looked at all the statements in the various days of the , about the

acts that were done, except the one that Dr. Rimmer quotes in connection with the first

day. He says e in his debate, that as an example d the fact that in each case the words

of the text demand inut8ulty instantaneity, that on the first day God said let there be

light and there was light, He says, "there is no absolute literal translation from the

Hebrew to the English of the this phrase, but the rarest that we can come to it is perhaps

and at God said light, exists and light existed! tf The entire phrase is one of

pressing
instant absokite obedience to 4e command, and implies an act cosummated in the

instant of its inception. Here, on this day, more than any other perhaps, the era of theory

of my esteemed opponent appears extremely ridiculous. Why hi the name of common sense

should it take the omnipotent creator 500, 000 years to receive a response to His command,

'let light be!'? Especially when the text may be transliterated 'then God said "let light

be!" and light was!' Did it take God a half million years to speak this sentence, or was the
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light slow to obey? Or did it come at once, andh God then waited 500 millenniums

before He started any further activity? Truly the proponatits of the age theory are like

those of old who strained at a gnat and swallowed the camel!"

This sounds very convinbing as proof that the action, that God's activity on the

first day was an instantaneous creation of light. It may very well be that this is the case

but in every other instance where God's actions during the creative week the language does

not demand ee spontaneity, but in fact suggests the very opposite.

Furthermore in connection with this day it is not quite so apparenftese words

would suggestr- as Dr. Rimmer' s words would suggest, that the Scriptural statement

requires spontaneity. We have already nct iced that the statement , God created man,

maI and female created he them, is proven by chapter 2 not to be an act that occurred

instantaneously but rather something that was spread over a period of time. It is possible

that the great act of the first day, also, took a period of time.

Many people interpret the action of the first day the a...4Jei exactly tip as Dr.

Rimmer does in his discussion under argument 5, and in this case it may very well have

- been an Instantaneoud act. HoweverPrRmmer himself does not seem to interpret it

-k A'7'tt!
that .i-wl1Zwtiirs. I'i his discussion of argument 4, in the lower part of page 7ie il4

describes what4e- d...t-have happened on the first day:

"Age after age, the earth has revolved in Sgian and darkness and

gloom have hidden face from the light of the sun. Now the voice of God is heard,

and while the flaming beauty of the sunrise and the sunset iébsent, yet the black cloud

is relieved by the influence of the sun which is yet unseen, and the pale light of Creation's

first day prevails where impenetrable darkness long had reigned. This condition prevailed

for the first three days, or revolutions of the earth on its axis, then the command of God

is once more heard and the planet is freed entirely from the fog and vapor that have so

long obscured the light of sun. Spinning in its ceaseless motion, as it long had been
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accustomed to move, the earth suddenly is gladdened by its first sunrise .... The reason

f aded from Or sight on the Fourth Day was because the earth .ic kept right m turning as

it had the first two days, and aeons before these days an"

Dr. RImn r in under argument 4 does not interpret the appearance of the statement,

let there be light, as a creation of light at all, but merely as the beginning cf the time when

a little light from the sun reached the earth after ages and ages in which no light at all

from the sun had reached the earth. Then on the 4th day he thinks that all of the fog and

vapor that had so long obscured the light of the sun was removed.

This interpretation of Dr. Rimmer's seems to ro b bhe first day also of all

Instantanelty. It is true indeed that God could say, let all the fog and vapor that has been

so extremely black and so oompletely obscured, kept away all light from the sun, suddenly

be eradicated. But there is no reason to think that He did, in the light of the wy He

created man, it is equally possible that in this --if Dr. RImmer1s interpretation is correct

that the removal of barriers which kept all light from reaching the earth during ee ages and

ages, was something which occurred gradually over a long period of time rather than an

Instantaneoud act. The Bible simply does not state.

Perhpps the action of the first day was instantaneous, perhaps not; in any event

there is no other--it carrot be said that there is any other statement in the first chapter

that "demands instantaneity. It is unfortunate indeed that whei the facts that are as they

are, that a statement should be made that "the wording of the text in each case is such as

to demand instantaneity. In most cases it is the exact opposite.

The 6th point consists of the argument of the instance that God could

accomplish on any one day all that the Bible says He did-on one solar day--all that the

Bible says he did on anW one of these days. This is readily granted. But it may as well

be an argument for days that were five minutes long as for days that were 24 hours long.

God could have performed everything described in Genesis 1 in one second if He chose.
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The question is not what could God do, but what did He do. The Bible actually does not

tell uç4 us how long he took in performing the acts described in chapter 1. If someone

prefers to believe that it was 6 24-hour days I see no objection to his believing this. But

I do think that he has no right, that it is his duty toive equal right to anyone else to

interpret the Scripture, the statements of Genesis 1, in what seems to me the fr more

natural sense.

Page 10 givs the 7th argunimtit. This states "OUR SEVENTH CONTENTION Ia a

refutation of the great stronghold of the "era- '. This Ia a profusion of (10 3/4)

records". Personally, I think that this argument is completely aside from the mair under

consideration. The question is not what does science prove, but what does Genesis 1 say.

Apart altogether 6f any evidence friom science, I find no Biblical evidence whatever to say

that the days of Genesis 1 necessarily 24 hours long. Perhaps theW' were b1lliais of

years in length, we simply do not know. The language used in connection with the third

fifth and sixth days sounds to me far more as if God peformed processes, caused processes

to occur that took millions of years than as if he caused, did something L thin a 24-hour

period. In azy event, these three days do not describe instantaneous acts, but processes,

even if they may have been so speeded up as to occur within a few hours.

And there is no Biblical statement anywhere that such a speeding up occurred.

Under his discussion, kL. Rimmer has a very interesting suggestion, he says that

each of these dayf is mly the time when that particular thing began. Thus when vegetation

was created there might have been only two blades of grass and two g" trees of each kind,

that came into existence, nothing more, and then all the rest came in succeeding time.

The days would be simply the beginning of processes, r her tIa n the complete occurrence.

Of course we do not say God covered the entire earth with (12 3/4) in

their present profusion. t' Yet this is not what the Scriptir e says. The Scripture does not

say that God said on the 3rd day, let the earth be covered with trees and that a tree began

and later others came. But he says on the 3rd day is that the earth brought forth trees.
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The whole suggestion of it is that great amounts of vegetatio'came into existence on

that day.




The 8th reason which begins at the bottom of page 10 I have already quoted in

full at the beglnhing of this letter. It is merely a statement that we should not read anything

into the Scripture that is r there. There is no evidence contained under a discussion of

this particular point. A statement is made at the end as to what the ancient fathers of

(13 1/2) believe. I am sure (record unclear)

d.4. (1/2)

.we cannot say that Moses intended to convey the modern geological idea of aeons in.

each day of creation." Neither can we say that Moses intended to convey the modern

astronomical idea of the time that it takes the earth to revolve once on its axis. It is

clear in the Scripture that the word day as used tithe Hebrew means a period of time and

does not specify, and that the 1egn length of the period has to be gathered from the concept .

Sometimes it is an extremely short perd, sometimes it is an extremely long period. Which

it is in Genesis 1 the Lord has not revealed to us and we are wrong in attempting to be

wise above what is wtitten.

In the middle of page 11 we read these words:

REASON NUMBER NINE goes right to the heart of the controversy we are in favor

of the solar idea because any other idea is merely a concession to the time element de=

manded by the evolutionary school of geology; and why should we concede them anything

from the Scripture? Theya re Ø Irreconcillable enemies and their program does not call

for reconciliation with the Scriptures but rather eradication of the Scriptures. This

theory was born to uphold the contentions of the enemies of the Bible, and we owe them

no consideration in the matter."

This the sort of argument which, no, as far as the statements of the argument

are caicerned I would agree with it one hiundred percent. We do not need to make any
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concesons to the demand of unCir istian interpreters. Neither do we need to make con

cessions to the demands of Christians who are scientists. We need not make any sort of

concession, we are simply interested In seeing what the Bible teaches. Yet we must be

equally careful not to read into the Bible theories which have come into our minds from

recent scientific thoughts or recent attitudes, such as the idea that the length of time it

takes the earth to revolve in its axis is a fundamental time measure of the entire universe

and of God's economy. This is a natural idea for earthbound mortals to get, but there is

nothing In the Scripture to indicate that it is necessarily( true " It is a concession to thought

that is not based upon the Scripture. Tie Scripture does not tell us how lcng these days

were.




However, though I agree that we need not make concessions to enemies to the

Bible, not to anyone but merely to take h at the Bible teaches., I think we must be very

careful not to adopt any theory simply because it is cmtrary to what other people may hold,

whether these people be enemies or ILLUt friends. And t t we also should be very careful

not to reject an interpretation d the Scripture because it fits with ideas which are held by

people who are against the Scriptures. We're not interested in whether the cripture agrees

or disagrees with particular group of human beings, we are interested in what the Scripture

teaches. Any idea, no matter where it comes from is worth examining in Scripture to see

whether it fits with Scripture or not, but we should not be prejudiced in our relation to

Sc4 ture by the source of the idea. The question is not who holds an idea or who has

originated an idea but what does the :cpt1 e actually teach.

It is a little difficult to be sure exactly what Dr. R Rlmrre r means by the 10th

argument, which begins at the bottom of page 11. HeA says:

The tenth arguelent we advance is the evident fact that the days of Moses are

the days of Genesis are solar days, as they follow the general Hebrew custom of dv&

dividing the day into evening the beginning, and morning, the start of the daylight period.
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This would suggest that he is arguing fraYthe fact that it says, vi and there

was evening and there was morning, one day. This argument I fully examined in my

previous letter to you, and showed that it (' could not possibly fit from any viewpoint

fit at all Inthe first day, nor could it fit bn the 2nd and 3iid day. It would be only the last

two that could possible fit. T1 se terms are used figuratively no matter what length of

days they were. They mean beginning and end, not a time of increasing darkness and in

creasing light, as the words literally mean. However, before he is finished with this

argument, Dr. Rimmer says: "Another Scripture reference that should settle the matter,

a nd wild, if my dear opponent were not Irish, is the quotation in Hebrews 4:4, where the

inspired writer refers directly and specifically to this 7th day in the book of Genesis. The

reference reads:

"For he hath said somewhere the 7th day on this wise, and God rested on the7th

day from all his works." In the Greek text of the N.T. this word is "atmera," and it

always means solar day.

Here is an argument based upon the use of a Greek word in the N. T. The statemit

is made "hemera7 ...always means solar day." Actually at a very brief glance I noted a

dozen insnces where the Greek word hemera cannot possible mean a solar day. A very

brief examination of its use in the N.T. will iuaek make absolutely clear that it is used

exactly like the word yom in the 0. T. That is to say it very frequ&itly means a peth d of

iq4 light between two periods of darkness and the length of this varies with the part of the

world or the time of the year. It is used also for an altanation of light and darkness , as

when one figures a number of days. However, there are many cases in the N.T. where it is

used of a period of indefinite length, as where in 1 Cor. Paul says now is the day of

salvation. Does he here mean a solar day? Where Paul refers in Thess. to the day of

Jesus Christ, does he mean a solar day there? Jesus said Abraham saw my day and was

glad. Did he mean a 24-hour day them? There e are many such instances tithe NT.
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If there is one thing we can be sure of in this discussion, it is that hemera does not

"always mean solar day."

The 11th argument which begins on the bottom of page 12 deals with Moses' statement

that God rested on the 7th day and tries to show that a 24-hour day was sufficient for God

to rest, there was no need of His resting a geological age. However, this is surely quite

beside the point. No one thinks of God as like a man having to rest. Elsewhere in the

debate, Rtmmer spoke of God's having ceased fm m His creative labor on the 7th day. God

does not set up an example br our rest in that he after six days of work finds it necessary

to rest one day. God gives us an analogy to show what the program is that He nts us to

follow, of altanations of six days of work then. one day of rest. He ceased frn His

creative labor on the 7th day. It nowhere says that all of God's ceasing from creatove abp

labor was over before Adam was created. Whether this refers simply to a brief period that

came after the creaton of man or whether it refers to a long period including the present in

which God had ceased ñmni creative labor is perhaps not necessary to attempt to determine.

The important thing is that God gave us an example to show how, the way that He had

made our constitution and that He wished us to alternate in our work and rest. Actually

God simpl ceased fiom creative labor, He did not rest as we do. An attempt to insist on

a precise anaic' is not an argument at all as to how God created the world.

On the lower part of page 13 Rimmer says:

THE TWELFTH AND FINAL ARGUMENT is taken from the quiver of our now

enlightened opponent and turned against him for his final defeat.

This 12th argument is not stated in any one sentence any where, but the best I

can figure out for it s meaning is that he says that it would have been impossible for if

the 3rd day was a long period for the plants to have grown without the light of the sun.

I am very wary of any arguments based on what it would have been possible or

impossible for God to do. The question is not what could God do but what did God do?
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God 1y could surely craate the world in six seconds if he wanted, he e didn't

need six 24-hour days. He could certainly cause the processes described in this first

chapter of Genesis to reach over a period of billions of years if he chose. He does not

have to speed His 'wrk up to suit our human ideas of time. It is not a question of what God

could do but what He chose to do. As far as the 3rd day is concerned it is definitely stated

that light was made on the first day. How much light plan need to grow cannot be proven

by the experience of a farmer today, it is a matter of how God made the plants.

The situation in the world in many ways must have been very different before

the flood than it is after. Even a cursory reading of the early chapters of Genesis makes

this clear, yet exactly how it was or what differences there were in the makeup of the

universe we are not in a position fully to understand. We do not ki ow just what the

conditions were during the 3rd day, but the Bible says that during the 34d day God ordered

that plants should grow up and uover the earth, and then it was oi the 4th day that he

made the sun appear and become usable as a measure of time. If this is the way that the

Bible says God did it and I see no difficulty in accepting it regardless of the length of the

days involved.



1091 Evans Street,
San Bernardino, Calif
August 3rd - 1953

Allan A.McRae,Ph.D.,Pros
Faith Theological Seminary
Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Mr.McRae:
I am much interested in your series of articles running

currently in Bibliotheca Sacra on the "Scientific Approach to the Old
Testament." The first in the series in the January issue is especially
fine. But I am somewhat confused by your second article in the April
issue relating to the question of the "days" in Genesis 1. Therefore, I
am taking the liberty of writing you for I feel that the whole matter
of scientific approach is jeopardized by the ambiguity of your discussion
of the "day" question.

When I was a small boy,they taught us in Sunday School that God created
the universe in six days of twentyfour hours. That the six days of Genesis
1 Is an amplification of the brief but all inclusive statement in Genesis
1:1. Then later1when I was in my teens, the liberals were getting under
way with their 'T more scientific approach" and we were told that these "days"
were really great geological ages of untold millions of years.

A few years later when I was delivered from Churoh,"denominatlonal"
controlled teaching and discovered the Scofleld Reference Bible and had
the privilege of studying with some of the best Evangelical and pre
millennial teachers, my attention was called to the fact that there was
an original CREATION, a DESOLATION or chaos, followed by a RESTORATION.
We were then taught that there is no way of knowing how old the original
creation mentioned in enesis 1:1 is nor by what method or how long God
took in accomplishing it. This would allow for all of the time the
geologists think they need for the original creation if Bible scholars
must hold out an olive branch to men of science.

There is plenty of scientific evidence that there was a universal
chaos and just how long the earth lay in a chaotic condition, there is
no way of knowing. Then some time after that,probably not more than
6000 years ago, God re-made or restored the heavens and earth and this
must have been accomplished in six days of 24 hours. God was setting up
a new order under which man was to live. On the third day, Genesis 1:9,
vegetation was created. If the days were ages and not 214. hour days, this
vegetation would not have survived a night of hundreds or thousands of
years. It is a known scientific fact that corn will not survive without
a man to care for it. Man was created three days later and was ready to
take over the care of the garden. The survival of corn down to the
present day cannot be explained in any other way.

The teaching that there was an original creatlon,followed by a
desolation and later by a restoration has satisfied thousands of young
people in a way that no other interpretation of the Genesis account has.
I feel that it is most unfortunate that one in your position presenting
an otherwise fine series of articles on the Scientific Approach should
have failed to indicate three distinctions indicated above. I would
welcome any correspondence on the matter your busy time would allow.

Yours for the Faith,
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4 1~tct'4~

Dear Mr. Cunnthgham:7

Please forgive me for not having answered your letter sooner. These have

been very busy days.

It was a special pleasure to hear about you again, since I well remember

having heard fine things about
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We out to be wry careful not to read our o preconceived ideas into

the Bible. In interpreting any part of God's Word we need to determine how each

word is used in the Scripture.

Thus any one of us might think that he knew exactly what is meant by the

word on" Surely we would not call two men father and son if they lived many

centuries apart. Yet we find that Matthew 1:1 calls Jesus Christ "the son of

David, the son of r1zi!i!x Abraham." How could a man be the son of someone

who lived a thousand years before, and how could that second man be the son of

itt another who lived many centuries before he did? These and many other

evidences make perfectly clear that in the Bible the word "son" means simply a

male descendant who may be in the next generation, or several generations later.

Further on in this first chapter of Matthew we find, in verses 7 to 11,

the names of the kings of Judah from Solomon to Jehoiachin (Jechonias). The
'_7" 4d' c1P

history of thekin
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given at length -in the- Totame When we compare,

we find that Matthew omits the names of three of them. This omission is not

accidental, since we are told in verse 17 that there are 14 in the list, not 17.

MV T Moreover, every Jewish child knew the names of the kings of Judah. It

could not be an accident that17ti1yti*t th1 speaks of a king as begetting
L24tL'j,

his great-great grandchild. in the Bible the word "beget" means

"to become an ancestor," just as the word "son" denotes one who is a descendant.

Thus, in studying the Bible we must carefully investigate the use of each

word to determine exactly what it means. I believe in standing positively and

strongly against those who do not ac ept what the Bible says, but I am sorry

indeed wheris agreement about -#g of-tord foduced

divisions a,tt 4iU
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or airplane tiuuI_- ee1tie'* timetables) or ckttr when

they calculate ixtr interest. In all other connections the word "day" is

used in one of two senses, both of which are quite different from this.

_____ -jLJ
The most common usage of "day" is, a period of light between two

continental
periods of darkness. This period varies greatly. In the northern part of/Xk

United States it may be as long as eighteen hours in mid-summer, and as short as

six or seven in iixwiNt midwinter. In northernmost Alaska it might he as tci long

as six months.

The other sense in which he word is quite commonly used is the sense of
qrjp , .

I"C- -inn -S40-4.3W46464sawa period of activity.

zir.iisi jh 'trrrd e'irA q?ht heria tijp1'j gi

mayor'of New Yo ~y:~n the Smith

used to say i,n is day." I am sure that he did not refer to

any twenty-fourday. heard Lone -eJ say that they did not have
A Jesus

automobiles in Lincoln's day. The New Testament that/i rkm said,

"Abraham saw my day and was glad." Here certainly Pe was referring to the

entire period of His earthly activity, not to any one period of light, and

certainly not to any one twenty-four-hour period.

The first usage of the word "day" in the Scripture is in ixx Genesis

1:5 where it says, "God called the light flay, and the darkness he called Night."

This certainly does not ref9r o a twenty- four-hour neriod. Rkz= eye




/
(:iAt?44l ______are the six- '(f l.fref uhieh i _ls Genesis 2

"These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were

rrted in the dv that the Tim 1n made the evth nd the
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the word includes the whole six days of the previous

chapter.
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IV -Ths_ind 1k.uc-t1 quite clear that in-eii
IJLczLJay
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l-ertiljj,! Biblical usage the ward xxixxqori "daymeans a
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period of activity, and rarely if ever means a period of precisely twenty-four

hours.
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After the efei¬e&-ta the six daYs)in Genesis

1ç
Genesis 2 ien1s of a

seventh day, on which God rested. This certainly does not mean that God was

tired and took twenty- four hours to relax Himself. Its meaning must be

something quite different. To my mind there is no doubt that it means simply

that God ceased from the creative work of the previous six periods of activity.

It is not my impression that God has dec performed any creative work since

the creation of man and woman. Conseiently it would seem that the seventh day

is still going on today
and will

probably continue until God creates the new

heaven and the new earth. It is here used as an -&mp1e of the succession of

six periods of activity followed by one of cessation, as an example for us, since

God made us with a constitution that needs to follow a similar progression. hce..

the seventh layA
is almost certainly a long period, this might suggest that the same

is true regarding the first six as well. However, it would (only bee"a suggestion,

not a proof. God could have created the world in six periods of activity of five

minutes each or of six hours each or of twenty-four hours each, or of three billion

years each. We are not told how long the periods were. The Bible leaves us free to

guess if we desire, but we should he charitable toward others who make a different

guess.
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Whether God created the world in a period that would be equivalent to six

present 24-hour days, or whether a process involving millions of years is involved,

has nothing to do with the question of evolution. The theory of evolution is that

all things have developed from a very simple beginning into their present complex

state by purely natural forces.
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It was 'a real pleasure to get your letter last week and to know that you had

received the long essay that I sent you explaining why it veems to me that the more

natural interpretation of the Scripture is to consider the days of Genesis I as long periods

of time rather than as 24-hour days. X

I hope that you had a grand time on your trip to California.

Thank you for sending me the copy of the negative side of the debate between Dr.

Rimmer and Dr. Riley. I wish I could have been presents 9t must have been a very interesting

occasion. As I read it carefully a few things stood out in my mind. Perhaps you will be

interested in my reactions.

The first thing that I noticed was the attitude that Dr. Rimmer toolç on-th.e4irs
,1

He evidently had been much pleased with the witty rema of Dr. Riley, and set

~~A4E'~lt
out to answer in tind. He asserted that it witty remarks when one-W"

4A41011 C14p-
not dealing with an amerdp of the faith, but simply comparing t-o views that wer-e-equally

acceptable to true Christians. In fact he went so far as to say that even if the audience

vote that they felt that he was the winner in this debate with Dr. Riley, he still

wuld consider it entirely possible that in the end it might prove that Dr. Ri'ey ha been
/Je4L4

right and he wrong the matter. I other words he did not consider this difference

0-4-A44 Gw
of bWi true believer

% 4-simply iLitng aJ

I feel that many of Rimmer' s later remarks have to be takan in the light of these

statements that he made at the beginning of his talks &ê frc jptnt1yh0w

his opponent will1 be converted by what he has sedA

dogmatic statement about the absolute certainty of the correctness of his view,Ican

just imagine him turning with a smile to Dr. Riley and puttlnga tone 4n his voice that would

sayere is an extrmme statement for you to knock at . It is fun to examine these things
ir

'"

L"\
L(/4







togethei,4ctually we cant,be sure in--thed which of us is right.

All this fits with my personal view on the matte,that the length of the days is

not something that has been s o revealed to us that we can take it as an article of faith,

but rather that i is simply a matter of trying to decide what th8 really aches-

As I looked over the arguments that Ri.mmer gives, it lmpissed

me that the bulk of them were simply matters of opinion. H' declares for instance that we

must not adopt a view if it is presented by evolutionists who are dealers of the faith. I

would certainly agree with him there. We must not take a view because it is held by

enemies of the gospel. Neither however must we reject a view if it is held by enemies

of the gospel. Our interest should not be what is held by any exterior view, but what does

the Scripture say? Dc s it give us definit e evidence cn this, or does it not?

Rimn rmde in his 8th argument. There

he stressed that we must not let modem ideas interpret for us what rMos means . We
"

-
7 e9ki, I I I , ~7TI/

iiust sinply ga w1iat the R(hl iJIet there was a ei tgGQ ithat,I

dl quite like where sait-i rses waw.nddrstarid thein. 4EThe
( J1r

4e_zvr
)dr w undrt nd th -whds Moses dTbuthow idMosee-under

It
stad-th.pm. Here ±4prcset&Rlm er has fallen into the very. danger that he

is attacking. He declares t eats-'the tine it take*' the
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earth to1revo1 on Its axis,Ar the dlurn revolution Qf fhe earth. ., s*dJa Ø-rsø ç'r

rt
.-ermi-ef1thi typef- it4eee !tt-eya ActualliIoses never heardheard

of any of these terms, The idea of a 24-hour day was quite unknown to him. He had no

clocks of the type that we have jr iyithtob.ou Neither did he

have any idea, so far as we know, that the sun turned aroundtha.-t. eaflh.turntI jnrd
Pc2J

on its aIs This is not a proper way to define what Moses meant by a Oy. 1t-

k"-c
I

the word usd.. When
.wfind

that in the

Scripture Dues,,'--day is used to represent a period of
I --

light trtwdèiods of darkness 1w bewe1--sepaatedhy twQ~~ period

darkness length of this period may vary from aJ
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Geesis is referred to in the N. T. by the gR Greek word Hemera, which he says always

means a solar day. This statement --this was an offhand atatement of kDr. Rimmer1s.

Evidently simply an argument given without investigation. I make this I draw this conclusion

because only on a brief examination of a concordance I fourd the word hemera, I came

across a dozen instances where the word hemera was used for something ether than a solar

day. When the statement is made, this is the day of salvatio-i, it dertainly does not mean

a solar day. When it says that Jesus said Abraham waw my day and was glad, he certainly

did not mean a 24-hour day. When Paul tells the people that they are hastening unto the

day of Jesus Christ, he hardly means a 24-hour day, when the N.T. speaks of the day of

the Lord it certainly does not mean a 24-hour day. In all these and many other cases the

word used is hemera.

The most important bit of evidence that Dr. Rimmer gives is the statement that in

connection with the daysof Genesis every single command is stated in such a way a to

require that it be taken as an instantaneous act. As proof of this he gives the command

on the first day let there be light, which he says can also be rendered let light exist.

Leavin aside for the moment the questioi whether this command, particular command,

is necessary instantaneous, als I believe most people would consider it to be, I look at

the other com nds given in the creative days. Immediately it occurs to me that when it

says that God said let us create man in our image after our likeness and male and female

created he them, this sounds like an instantaneous act. However, when I turn to chait er 2

I find the creation of man finale and female described in such a way as to show that it was

far from instantaneous. God took of the dust of the earth and breathed in to it and it

became a living soul. Is this described as an instantaneous act? Or as a process which

took at least a certain amount of time. Then there is a godd deal that is mentioned between

this statement and the statement in, at the end of chapter 2 of how woman was created.

Yet the woman is included in the statement in kGenesis male and female created he them.

What sounds like an instantaneoud act, at first sht there is clearly the kind of a process
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which must have consumed-must have spread over a considerable bit of time. If all

the animals were brought to Adam between the creation of Adam and the creation of Eve

it is aard to think that it could possible have occurred in one 24-hour day. At any rate it

was not instantaneous.

Furthermore, while I myself might incline that the statement that God said let there

be light da-i otes an instantaneous act, on Dr. Rimmer' s own interpretation it wou probably

not be instantaneous. There he describes the coming of the light i the first day in the

following words:

Thus we see that a statement that all these acts were instantaneous simply is

not evidence.

I found only one other statement in the debate which would seem to be a matter

of evidence rather than a matter of argumentation. This is the statement r de in that

all the fathers of Israel held that this was a 24-hour day. This wta-tiuuet- should

not really be considered evidence because evidence as to what the Bible should be found

in the Bible rather than in the viewsAd interpreters of any sort. However, the statement

is not a true one. We have no evidence whatever as to views on such a natter as this,

on almost any matter held by any fathers of Israel before the time of the church fathers.

(d. 2.1/4) From the time of the church fathers on, of whom Dr. Rimmer says that they varied

greatly on their interpretations on this point. We find various fathers of Israel holding

views on many subjects of many different types of great contrast, probably having on this

particular subject every bit as much difference among them as the church fathers had.

So the statement as contained under argument 8 Is not a presentation of fact at all.

However, it is not a matter anyway of Biblical evidence and so should not really concern

us.
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I have occasionally heard it said that the six days of Genesis must he xxX

a
exactly like IM/twenty-four day that we experience with which we are familiar

because of the words "evening" and "morning' in them. However, I do not see that

it is possible to interpret them this way. As we today think of a twenty-four

hour day for purposes of timetables, we consider it as beginning at midnight. The

modern Jews,fo purpose of observing the Sabbath, think of it as beginning at

sunset. Consequently their day begins with evening and ends with morning.
ceremonial day ( ? ? ?

a
For tix tk±i/tirne of waiting the Book of Daniel uses the phrase "evening - morning"

which is translated "day" in our King James Version. However, it is impossible to

think of a real evening, that is, a period of decreasing light, as coming at the beginning of

the time before there was any light at all. FUrtheimore, it was not until the fourth

day that we read that the sun and moon and stars were made indicators of time, so

that there would be no warrant certainly no warrant for measuring time by the sun

during the previous days. It seems most reasonable to think that 5 iixmi "evening

and "morning" simply here here simply mean beginning and end, and do not actually

indicate physical features.

Of course God's work of preservation and of providence continues constantly. He

could not rest from this for a minute or everything would dissolve into chaos. When

it says that God rested it does not mean that He ceased to exert influence upon His

creation, but simply that He ceased from His creative work, and that cessation still

continues during this entire seventh day.
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Such a theory is definitely contrary to Christian teaching, and to many

Biblical statements. There are many details about the way that God created the

world that he has not revealed to us, just as there is a great deal about its

present condition that the Bible tells us nothing about. If a man is driving
SWtJJ . . 6)

on aimp)bburitain road with a steep arff on .e' sidê-he does not ix increase his

&afetY'
by Iging the ±iil inside of the road so tightly that he constantly

brushes against the side of the cliff b'. It is important that he

keep away from the edge of the steep drop, but to say th sc frxx feet away
,_./_4 C I / / I 1?

is more dangerous than twelve feet away is th r stupid.
i/cJ fcf'

__

014 Qt 1 U /
an i(1ctin such aa- "sit

S-40*F 886v "r. 11r. t "an I-to

JdrU
Theaccount of the creation of man implies that he was created full-grown.

It is not impossible that God created ess the earth with fossils in it

at different levels so constituted that they would look as if they had been formed

from the decay of the bodies ifa,i± of animals or plants. Yet t to many people

it would seem more reasonable to think that such animals actually had lived during

one or more of the creative days. If so, this does not prove evolution, nor is it

a step in that direction. The Bible says nothing about fossils and gives us no

definite statement as to how long ago the creation occurred or how rapidly it went.

We know that it was piiiacI not all instantaneous) since we are told that it was

divided into six definite periods.

I hope that *4o@@ .-C1c11.shat I have' will be of .sihelp to you in

your thinking. If further questions occur to you on which I might perhaps have ideaa

please let me know.
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